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Abstract:
Distributed computing is emerging as the preferred means of supporting parallel

computing.  Rather than purchase exotic solutions such as massively parallel processor

machines, clusters of commodity computers can be networked across today's high-speed

networks to provide reliable, fast, and scalable computing power to handle the emerging

computational needs of today's society.  This paper discusses three approaches to

distributed computing, PVM, MPI, and Mosix, with a particular emphasis on Mosix.

Introduction:
In the past, expensive solutions were designed to handle parallel computing tasks.

These solutions included massively parallel processor systems and vector machines.  In

today's workplace, the need for exotic solutions, such as these, has declined.  This decline

isn't due as much to a drop in the need for parallel solutions, but rather in a need for

cheaper, more scalable, general-purpose solutions that can handle a wider range of

emerging parallel problems.  To this end, several software-based solutions have emerged.

The paradigm of parallel computing has effectively changed to a distributed

paradigm.  Rather than harness the power of an explicitly parallel machine, today's

massive computational needs are being distributed to clusters of networked computers.

These computers each contribute a portion of their respective processing power to a

virtual parallel machine.  Such a concept is known as cluster computing, and it utilizes a

network of workstations (NOW).

In the past, computer networks were relatively slow.  The cost of communication

between nodes was excessive.  Today's technology has changed this.  With the advent of

network solutions such as Myrinet, ATM, and Gigabyte Ethernet, entire clusters of

computers can be connected on a single high-speed network with higher bandwidth and

lower latency.  This allows almost every computer on a given network to take part in

cluster-based computing.

Distributed Computing has several key issues.  When distributed solutions are

devised, several key elements need to be addressed.  Among these is the makeup of the

cluster.  Cluster can be composed entirely of computers of the same architecture,

homogeneous computing, or of differing architectures, heterogeneous computing.  It is

quite simply to design a distributed scheme that promotes homogenous computing.  The



nodes of the cluster all handle their programs and data in the same manner.  In

heterogeneous computing, this isn't the case.  Every architecture handles process

management and representation differently from the next.  Even the communication of

data is an issue.  Beyond the byte level, differing architectures utilize a different byte

order for data types such as integers (Endianess).

Distributed Computing addresses several other key-issues besides cluster

composition and data representation.  The goal of cluster computing is to share the

workload in a near even manner to facilitate maximal speedup.  This is known as load

balancing.  Load balancing is a critical and difficult issue for distributed solutions to

handle.  It involves determining the optimal job configuration of a given cluster, without

incurring to large a cost in computational overhead, communication, and load

redistribution.  Two classifications of load balancing exist.  In static balancing, all load

distribution or its scheme is compiled into the parallel application.  Dynamic solutions

track the current job configuration across the cluster, and redistribute the workload

accordingly.  Dynamic considerations also incorporate schemes for resource

management.  Redistributing the load dynamically results in dynamic and less estimable

resource profiles, thus requiring dynamic techniques to ensure resource availability.

There are three basic approaches used to implements NOW's.  The first approach

is to design those applications that are to run on the NOW to be aware (Distributed

Enabled Application).  The second is to provide user level facilities to promote process

distribution, communication, and synchronization (Distributed Application Framework).

The third approach, similar to the second, is to provide the needed support at the kernel or

system level (Distributed Operating System).

Distributed Enabled Applications offer designers several benefits.  These

applications require the programmer to provide all of the facilities it needs to execute as a

distributed application.  This may be as little as opening a socket connection to a server

and requesting a portion of the workload, and then reporting the results.  In other

situations, this may require some data manipulation to handle heterogeneous

distributions.  These applications need not be limited to a given cluster.  One such

program(s) are the RC5/DES clients used by the Internet community en-mass to

collaboratively decipher a given encoded message.  This project consisted used a client



server model to distribute work.  Another similar project is the SETI client.  The SETI

Group scans for extraterrestrial EMF signals.  In order to process all of their data, they

allow Internet users to volunteer a portion of their processing power.  One of the

problems with these applications is that they require massive intervention to maintain

effectively on systems larger than a cluster.  Load balancing is usually not implemented,

and fault tolerance may not be ensured, requiring duplication of work.

The second category of distributed solutions is to provide a user level framework

which facilitates IPC, cluster composition, and transparency.  There are several

approaches to this form of computing.  In this paper two approaches MPI and PVM are

discussed.  These two solutions implement message passing API's which provide a

cluster transparent virtual parallel machine.  This paradigm supports heterogeneous

clusters almost transparently to the programmer.  The biggest drawback this class of

approaches is that load balancing isn't fine grain, and typically is left to the programmer,

and therefore relatively static.  PVM and MPI are discussed in later sections.

The third classification, the distributed operating system, has several benefits.

The first benefit is that every aspect of a given node and its processes are known.  This

includes the load, resource utilization, and context related information.  Therefore, true

process migration can occur.  Distributed operating systems can occur in two basic forms.

In the first form, the entire operating system is designed with distributed of cluster based

computing in mind.  These operating systems typically provide higher levels of fault

tolerance (If one node must leave the cluster, its processes can migrate to another node).

The other form involves enhancing an otherwise standalone kernel to provide support for

distributed computing.  Mosix is one such implementation.  Mosix currently enhances the

Linux 2.2.7 kernel to provide distributed capabilities. These capabilities are mostly

limited to dynamic load balancing using process migration.  The biggest drawback of

these systems is that they tend to be homogeneous (due to the nature of process

migration).

In the end, it doesn't really matter which form of distributed processing is utilized.

Each form, particularly the second and third, are scalable (more nodes can be added to

improve the capacity and capability of the cluster).  One of the biggest benefits of cluster

based computing, is the availability of commodity parts, and the availability of



underutilized computing power.  One interesting aspect of cluster based computing is the

potential duality of the system.  A given node of the system might be a computer that is

underutilized (possibly for clerical activities).  This same computer can also participate in

a cluster solution, using dynamic load balancing to ensure that the dual personalities don't

collide (load balancing might favor stand-alone activities by migrating intensive

distributed processes away from the node while crucial).

Distributed computing does suffer from a few drawbacks.  Cluster computers

must be connected by means of a network such as Ethernet.  As such the limitations of

bandwidth and latency will negatively impact cluster's effective performance.  NOW's

typically use the message passing model to achieve effective parallelism.  If care isn't

taken to provide overlap between computation and message passing, the performance of

the cluster may not scale well.  It is also important to realize the limitations of the

network backbone.  Contention based systems will not likely scale for even moderately

message critical applications.

Parallel Virtual Machine:

Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) is one of the popular user land frameworks for

cluster based computing.  PVM is a message-passing framework that offers good

transparency for heterogeneous computing.  It traditionally incorporates a sequence of

user level daemons to facilitate process spawning and message passing.  PVM has been

ported to every popular architecture including machines parallel in their own right such

as SMP's and MPP's.  In these cases, PVM is designed to utilize the machine's inherent

mechanisms to promote maximal efficiency.  PVM is based on process level parallelism.

PVM operates by spawning processes on various hosts, and passing messages between

them.  This situation requires hand threading of parallel code.

When PVM spawns a new process, it determines which machine on the network

is most suited.  This is a very limited form of load balancing.  Once a given process is

rooted, it cannot be migrated.  To handle this, application code must be written to either

explicitly shift the computational load, or effect a move of the current process by killing

it and spawning a new process.  This is inefficient and may have unpredictable results.

When the process is moved, the first process must be canceled, and a new process



respawned.  This costs in terms of overhead and effectiveness.  When the new process is

spawned, there is no guarantee that it will spawn on a new node.

In all PVM is a good solution when either limited resources are available, or when

a full blown solution is ideal.  It handles the potential duality of NOW's, though it offers

no true process migration capabilities.  In all, it is a good tool for leveraging parallel

performance from an existing (especially preexisting) network of computers

(heterogeneous).

Message Passing Interface:

The message-passing interface is a standard designed to provide a consistent

model against which parallel applications can be written for operation on NOW's or

clusters.  Several implementations exist.   This paper focuses on LAM (local area

multicomputer) which is maintained by Notre Dame.  As MPI suggests, LAM is a

message passing, which like PVM leverages a given network of computers to perform as

a single parallel system (the network can be a dedicated cluster, but need not be).

 Much about PVM and MPI is similar.  Both utilize a system of user level

daemons to provide the process creation, handling, and message passing facilities.  Like

PVM, MPI provides transparency to cluster composition.  One feature of interest is that

MPI offers a client to client mode in which the daemons can be bypassed.  MPI and LAM

also address resource usage criteria.  Each process is guaranteed a given level of

resources.  This minimal guarantee limits the ability of other processes to starve others, is

known as the "Guaranteed Envelope Resources" (GER) [X].  MPI also allows dynamic

resizing of the cluster.  Nodes are allowed to dynamically join and leave a given cluster.

However, explicit application support is needed to respawn lost processes.

Mosix:

Mosix is a project carried out at The Hebrew University of Jerusalem.  It provides

extensions to the Linux 2.2.7 kernel that facilitate scalable cluster computing.  Unlike the

user land frameworks, PVM and MPI, Mosix doesn't deal with heterogeneous clusters.

This is due to the intimacy between Mosix and the kernel.  Mosix provides services that

require extreme architecture compatibility, such as process migration.  The strong point

of Mosix is that processes are preemptively migrated to different nodes based on dynamic

load analysis techniques.



Several issues are key to process migration.  The first is the affinity the process

has with a given node.  If a process has a high affinity to a given node it is difficult to

move.  One such issue involves making systems calls such a gettimeofday().  In order to

keep the process in a sane environment, all node/system based affinities must be carried

through its migration.  Mosix maintains this affinity to the home system by encapsulating

the process in a layer known as a remote.  The remote contains the process context (such

as memory maps, stacks, registers, statistics, and identifiers).  It also provides a conduit

through which system calls and affinity-related issues (including IPC) are routed back to

the processes home node.  This is handled by keeping a deputy at the home node.  By

utilizing this bi-level solution, each system, home and remote, see the process from a

legitimate standpoint.  Figure #1 illustrates a pair of systems.  In one system, the deputy

routes system level issues to the remote residing on another system.

Figure #1, Deputy and Remote encapsulate the process through migration.

Mosix also considers resource needs when making allocations.  If a particular

system suffers from a resource shortage, applicable processes will migrate to other

systems to relieve the shortage.  This includes system memory.  If one node runs low on

memory, and thrashing begins, Mosix will move the offending process, to a more suited

node, to minimize thrashing.

Mosix suffers from other limitations besides lacking support for heterogeneous

clusters.  It is incapable of making initial process assignments in an efficient manner.

Currently it is suggested that PVM or MPI be used to provide this facility.  Once created,

the processes are can migrate from one node to another (I didn't determine if this is done

transparently to PVM and MPI or not).  Mosix also suffers from increased network

demands.  During process migration, the entire process context must be relocated, and its



corresponding memory image.  In a message passing system, this can lead to issues of

occupancy and contention.

Conclusion:

Cluster based computing (distributed computing) offers significant potential as a

cheap solution to provide high computational throughput.  The availability and cost of

commodity workstations, and the increasing performance of interconnect networks easily

justify the usage of computing solutions such as PVM and MPI.  However, the most

beneficial return occurs when preexisting networks are leverage to provide a virtual

parallel machine.

The technology for implementing cluster solutions still lacks in several key areas.

Higher performance networks are needed to handle ever-increasing demands for message

passing models.  Process migration still requires homogeneous clusters.  Solutions such

as the JVM (Java Virtual Machine), promise to offer breakthroughs here, but at a cost of

performance.
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